CU Innovation & Efficiency Awards: 2022 Current Submissions [1]

Here's what we're hearing from CU's innovative employees this year.

Learn what your colleagues are doing: read the submissions to the current CU I&E Awards Program.

Accurate Third-Party Corporate Payment Posting [2]

Automated POI Creation and Extension Process [3]

Automated Processing of Electronic XML Transcripts [4]

Bundled Projects in Non-Capital Construction [5]

Critical Patch Updates for PeopleSoft Systems [6]

Environmental Sampling for Research Rodent Health Surveillance [7]

Expediting Name Changes Through Workflow [8]

Grant Proposal Management Utilizing the REDCap Portal [9]

HUB Project: Creating a Departmental Information HUB in the Office of Admissions [10]


Researcher Training Program - Navigating the Red Tape of Research at JILA [12]

Tableau Server Project (UIS) [13]
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